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[ Rating System]

 10 - Flawless/nearly flawless album.  
Timeless, classic. Unparalleled Musi-
cianship.
 9 - most songs are great. outstanding 
musicianship + technical aspects
 8 - most songs are good/noteworthy. 
solid musicianship + technical aspects
 7 - above average; many of the songs 
are good
 6 - average with a couple of above aver-
age songs/parts. mostly unremarkable.
 5 - average. neither good nor bad, un-
remarkable.
 4 - average with a couple of below aver-
age songs/parts
 3 - many below average songs, lacklus-
ter musicianship or technical aspects
 2 - pretty much all the songs are bad. 
poor musicianship / technical aspects
 1 - no merits whatsoever
 0 - no merits and offensively bad.

Shit The Editor Says
Welcome to Issue 3. This time around I was interested in contacting labels 
and getting their take on releasing music, tactics of promotion, and the state 
of the industry in hopes of being able to present some advice for everyone 
in the scene to use to help us all work towards being more productive and 
efficient. It worked a bit so far, and I plan to get in contact with more labels 
in future issues. In addition to label interviews, enjoy some reviews and 
interesting artwork (we are experimenting with putting more artwork in 
this issue, hopefully it is to your liking). I have to say that I am quite pleased 
with the dark ambient (and related) genre for constantly releasing so many 
fantastic albums that were a pleasure to review. Sorry it took so long to get 
this issue out, but here it is! As always, many thanks for reading; if you have 
any suggestions or comments please feel free to contact me!

sincerely,
-db
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Component Recordings

Component Records was originally formed in 1999 and 
released a lot of great albums by  respected acts like Pro-
em, Somatic Responses, Gridlock/Panacea, Bitcrush, 
Portland, Codec, etc. Unfortunately it closed it’s doors 
in 2005. This year, it’s founder Rob Galbraith decided 
to bring the label back to life under the slightly revised 
name of Component Recordings, reissuing digital ver-
sions of classic material as well as signing new bands.

---

You originally formed Component Records (now Re-
cordings) back in 1999 and had quite a number of nota-
ble releases in the idm/industrial/dnb/related fields. The 
label closed in 2005, but was reborn this year (2013). 
What made you decide to breathe life back into the label

The label was reborn for several reasons. It has been 
sort of gnawing at me for a while that most of the origi-
nal catalog was no longer available.  With the current 
methods of digital distribution, it seemed very logical 
to release the back catalog in this format. I put out some 
feelers to the artists and I got a resounding “Yes!” to the 
idea of the re-issues. 
I had briefly dipped my feet in the label waters with 
Subspec(along with Josh Garrett), but the focus of that 
label is more of a straight ahead techno label. Excellent 
stuff and I am very happy with the stuff  Subspec put out 
while I was involved. When I decided to start Compo-

nent back up, I turned my share of Subspec over to Josh.  
It was a VERY amicable split and we have plans to help 
each other out in the future. 

How have your goals for the label changed in this new 
phase? Are you still pursuing a similar sound/style, or is 
the label heading in a new direction? There is a some-
what popular mentality among underground musicians 
that “labels are no longer necessary”. What do you feel 
is the purpose/function of a label in this modern age?

My primary goal is to put out music that I like and thing 
deserves to be heard. I don’t really have a lofty vision 
statement or anything like that. In regards to the sound 
I think the that some of the things like crunchy beats 
and moody synthesizers will always be there. Music has 
changed a bit since the labels last incarnation so I am 
open to the new permutations and mutations that have 
taken place. 
One primary thing that will be different this time is that 
the label will be primarily a digital label. With many la-
bels struggling with back stock issues, it really doesn’t 
make a lot of sense at this point to press up a lot of phys-
ical product. If we do opt to do physical releases, they 
will be small limited runs for the collectors.  
I think that labels can have a valid role but due to the 
digital methods of distribution and promotion, the 
ways in which they operate have substantially changed. 
For me, the label is sort of a quality stamp or seal of 
approval. Now every one can pretty much release an al-
bum, but the label attachment can show that it has
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gone through a filtering or approval process.  I think in 
the modern age a label’s job is more of a partner in the 
promotion of an artist’s work. 

I have to ask because I am a huge fan of it – how did the 
label’s logo come about? I love it because it reminds me 
of a transformers / pretty much any giant robot anime 
logo.

Thanks! The robot face logo was something that was put 
together by Josh Garrett. I told him what I wanted and 
in a couple of days he had several variations of it. Josh 
was responsible for a fair amount of the artwork back in 
the original Component days. I’m a huge fan of robots 
from the 70s/80s and still have a collection of Shogun 
Warriors and Voltron items in the studio along with my 
synths. It seems to fit the music. 

Currently, you are re-releasing a number of the old re-
leases digitally (on bandcamp and so forth). Personally 
I think this is great because many, if not all, of these 
releases are now very hard to find, and I imagine this is 
a good way to re-introduce people to the label. How has 
the response to this been? Obviously late 90s / early 00s 
was kind of a “golden era” for this kind of music; do you 
feel it can still thrive in today’s market?

So far the response has been really great.  I agree, it was 
a good way to re-introduce people to the label and let 
them see what it is all about. I sort of see the re-issue 
series as a way to build a foundation for the future re-
leases. There was a bunch of amazing music happening 
in the late 90’s/Early 00’s but I would argue that there 
are equally amazing things happening these days, you 
may just need to do a little bit of digging to find them. I 
absolutely think this type of music can thrive in today’s 
market, it just needs to be targeted correctly. 

I know that you are working on the first new album 
to release which will come from Zyxt (the guy behind 
n5md act Portland, and later Datascraper). How did 
this release come about and what can you tell us about 
it?

I reconnected with Spencer a couple of years ago and 
much to my excitement, he has been continued to pump 
out excellent music. He was involved with a few things 
on Subspec and I really loved his new stuff. When I de-
cided to relaunch Component, he just seemed like a 
natural fit. The album is sort of an updated version of 

the Portland sound, lots of warm sounds colliding with 
the cold and metallic ones. My somewhat biased opin-
ion is that this is some of the best material he has put 
out.  The album is pretty much done, and at this point 
we are just waiting for a couple of the remixes to come 
in. The cs.db.n mix came in last week and absolutely 
floored both Spencer and I.   

What else do you have forthcoming? Are you planning 
to re-release the whole back catalog in digital format?

There are going to be a couple more re-releases com-
ing up: Somatic Responses- Spooky Pen Ep(mixes by 
Venetian Snares, Proem, and Emotional Joystick)  and 
Proem’s No Carrier Ep. Those both have a few small 
details to work out and should be out relatively soon. 
Both Dryft/Bitcrush and Mochipet have reissued their 
albums while Component was dormant. I think they are 
both excellent artists and wish them all the best. I doubt 
that the original compilations will be re-issued either as 
it would be a bit of a nightmare recontacting everyone 
at this point.
As for upcoming stuff besides the Zyxt album, I am 
also compiling a new Component Compilation which 
I am very excited about and so far have tracks coming 
in from Somatic Responses, Not Breathing, Displacer, 
Keef Baker, Syl Kougai, c.db.sn as well as a bunch of oth-
ers. Right behind that will be another album from my 
project, Raab Codec later in the year. That is what is on 
the immediate horizon. At this point, I am trying hard 
not to get ahead of myself or over commit.

As a labelhead, what do you look for in albums that you 
release (or want to release)? In your opinion, what are 
the most important characteristics for a musician/al-
bum to possess?

Artistically, that is a really hard one to pinpoint.  It is 
more of a reaction to the music. The music has to hit me 
on a deep level. I don’t know if there is a single factor 
that I can attribute it to. I don’t know how to describe it, 
but I know when I hear it.  
I will say that one of my biggest frustrations as label 
head was coming across demos from artists who never 
took the time to find out what what Component was all 
about as a label. 

(continues...)



(cont.)

In the first phase of Component, what did you find to be 
the best method(s) of promotion? It may be too early to 
tell, but what do you find to be the most effective means 
of promotion in the current internet-dominated era? In 
contrast, are there any methods that you feel don’t work 
in this day in age?

The game is totally different now. Back in the original 
days, there was were a lot of great print ‘zines to send al-
bums out to for review. That has seemed to pretty much 
all dry up with digital media. Everything now is we-
bzines, blogs, etc. I think that most of the same princi-
ples apply, target to outlets that suit your music whether 
they be radio shows, zines, or podcasts. One thing I will 
say though is that it is important to make direct contact 
with the people who are going to be  reviewing or play-
ing the tracks. That will always get you further than a 
mass mailing. 

Do you have any advice for those who may be contem-
plating starting a label?

I think the first thing I would say is to start out small.  
Given the switch to digital media, I would be very cau-
tious before pressing up physical product. It’s better to 
start out with a strong web presence and some profes-
sional looking CDRs than end up with 1000 CDs sit-
ting in your basement that you aren’t going to be able 
to move.   
When dealing with artists, I think the best thing is to 
be upfront and honest with them. In dealing with other 
labels, my biggest frustration has always been when the 
label is flaky or non-responsive. 

From the perspective of a label, do you have any advice 
for musicians out there?

I think one of the most important things is to take the 
time to develop your own sound. I think a lot of artists 
tend to try to rush to get their first release out and don’t 
really take the time to make things their own. Along 
with this, take a few pieces of gear and learn them in-
side and out. Musicians are given more options than 
ever before and I think all of these options can get in the 
way of the creative process as people tend to just scratch 
the surface of the gear. 

From the perspective of a label, do you have any advice 

you’d like to give to fans/consumers of the music?

Listen with open ears and If you like the music you hear, 
support the artists. 

What lies in the future for Component Recordings?

Good electronic music :)!

---

more info:

componentrecordings.bandcamp.com/
facebook.com/ComponentRecordings
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An interview with Crime League, which is the label run 
by long time electro/IDM artist Displacer. He originally 
formed the label some years back, but recently brought 
it back to life with the goal of releasing other artists and 
compilations. “The secret ingredient is crime”

---

You originally created Crime League back in 2006 to re-
lease some work by your project Displacer. What was 
the impetus for the kind of “rebirth” of the label in 2013 
which included expanding it to release other artists?

It’s something I really missed doing to be honest. It 
opens up a whole world of do-whatever-I-want, when-
ever-I-want. Sometimes delving into a whole album 
writing process can be more daunting than I’d like. I like 
to release more stuff quicker and have more fun with my 
releases, sometimes other labels can’t take the chance 

on I suppose. I can put all of my effort into one vehicle 
to help promote myself and my music better this way. 
I’ll still work with other labels of course, I don’t want 
to stonewall myself into something either. I’ve always 
loved promoting other artists as well. I tried to have new 
musicians remix on all my older releases to help pro-
mote them but it wasn’t good enough for me. There’s SO 
much good music that’s overlooked out there and I want 
people to hear what I do. Hear new stuff I love, friends 
music that never had a release. I also don’t love the wave 
of labels putting out only one form of electronic music. 
I love all of it, and I want people to understand there’s 
more out there than what they’ve been exposed to over 
the past couple of years with the EDM and Dubstep 
trends. There’s some really beautiful and soulful music 
out there.

What are your goals for the label? There is a somewhat 
popular mentality among underground musicians that 
“labels are no longer necessary”. What do you feel is the 
purpose/function of a label in this modern age?

I think Trent Reznor started a nice concept telling us we 
don’t need labels to promote ourselves or be successful. 
Maybe some other people believe this… but hey, it’s re-
ally hard to make a name for yourself these days with so 
much happening around us and so little money in our 
promotional circles. People are exposed to new music 
in many ways, and a label really helps that in my opin-
ion. I’m not here to cash in on any of it, because, for one, 
there is none. I’m here as Crime League again, because I 
love music. And like I said I want people to hear music 
they normally wouldn’t be exposed to. If I had any goal-
this time around I suppose I just want to be able to keep 
releasing music. My first focus for this is to keep digital 
EP’s coming along strong every month if I can. I know 
so many talented musicians, especially over 
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here in North America where I think electronic music 
is suffering under some other musical extremes, and it 
makes it harder and harder for them to find an outlet. I 
hope in the near future I can do these artists justice for 
allowing me this honour. If I had an immediate goal, I 
would love to get the label to a point like where Ghostly 
International started. 

Your first releases for the new era of the label were two 
compilations, “Vantage Point” and “A Thing About Ma-
chines”. What was your reasoning for putting these to-
gether? I would imagine that a compilation(s) is one of 
the best ways to attract people to a budding label – it 
gives a clear showcase of the styles and level of bands 
you are/will be working with. Did you find this to be the 
case with these releases?

That’s exactly it. Back in the day when DJ Prospero, 
Splintercage and I started Sub.session records, it really 
worked for us to be clear in our musical path. We did a 
couple of comps and they were a very successful vehicle 
for us. I bring part of that with me now into a more 
broad ranged scope of electronic music. Originally, it 
was going to be one compilation, but then after arrang-
ing what I had received, it was just too much to listen to. 
So it became two releases and made more sense as an 
experience for each. They clearly represent what I want 
the label to be and more. Again, also, it was a great way 
to put out some lesser known folks mixed with some 
well-respected artists. 

The next set of releases included the recent Displacer 
EP “The Curse of the Black Lotus” as well as the col-
laboration between scene veterans Mark Spybey and 
Tony D’Oporto (Gnomes of Kush) under the moniker 
Gnome & Spybey. What spurned the decision to release 
this Displacer album on your own label, and how did 
the Gnome & Spybey collab come about? 

First off, Displacer is a very fun, often goofy, less dark 
at times, and has some overall concepts that don’t really 
fit into what some of the labels I’ve been dealing with 
can relate to. Some themes are experimented with on 
a much shorter basis and are complete ideas as EP’s. I 
really think it’s more fun to be able to share this mate-
rial with fans through my own site, and maybe they get 
more from it, I don’t know. Part of me also hates wait-
ing, and I can share without reprisal at any time I feel 
appropriate. It’s also a bit of a design outlet for myself. 
The more I release the more fun music design I get to 

do. 
I was really lucky to meet Mark and Tony on the Down-
load Subcon tour a couple of years ago. They were look-
ing for a more down to earth label where we could work 
together. They approached me about it, and the rest just 
came together. I may be returning the favour to Tony 
D’Oporto’s ambient label Cyan Music later this year. 

Up next you have releases from Sedative and Deline. 
What can we expect from these albums?

I’m very excited about both of these releases immensely. 
Mark Thibideau and Mike Savelli have been friends for 
years, and again I’m very lucky to get both of these EP’s 
on Crime League. 
Mark’s Sedative project is something I think along the 
vein of early Warp records material. And I have to say 
I could sum up the feeling as Boards of Canada’s mate-
rial mixed with Brian Eno. The production couldn’t be 
better… emotional, professional, and beautiful work. 
Mike’s Deline project is also brand new for him; he used 
to be under the project name Tekniq, released originally 
under wumpscut’s label Fleisskoma and Hive records. 
He brings along his great skill of sequencing and mix-
ing. Melodic and upbeat, for fans of early Matthew Dear. 
These two really complement each other well.

As a labelhead, what do you look for in albums that you 
release (or want to release)? In your opinion, what are 
the most important characteristics for a musician/al-
bum to possess?

My original press release says ‘soulful electronic music’. 
I’m sticking with that. The music that I attach myself to 
personally makes me feel something. Like REALLY feel 
something to the music. And of course, professional-
ism. These two are pretty key for me. I can only put so 
much effort into promoting this stuff, so I need to find 
people that really work at their craft. Something that’s 
more than a hobby I suppose. The actual genre or sub-
genre of it really doesn’t matter in the end.

What do you find to be the most effective means of pro-
motion in the internet-dominated modern era? In con-
trast, are there any methods that you feel don’t work in 
this day in age?

Just relying on one internet social site doesn’t work. You 
have to utilize everything you can online for one. I’d 
love to just say Facebook or twitter or soundcloud, but
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they all complement each other if used properly in the 
social media realm. On top of this stuff, I really need to
use word of mouth, do shows to promote more in ‘the 
real world’. Especially being a primarily digital label, 
you have to work harder to get people to understand 
it’s just as important as physical media label. We’re all 
headed to the same unknown outcome in digital culture 
when it comes down to it I think. 

Do you have any advice for those who may be contem-
plating starting a label?

Paaatieeeeeence. It takes a long time to build a name for 
yourself. Also try and work with other people. It always 
helps promote your work further. 
I have to say it’s a ton of work… It encapsulates most of 
my free time outside of my design work. You really need 
to love it. 

From the perspective of a label, do you have any advice 
for musicians out there?

Just keep up your work. Keep writing. Never give up!

From the perspective of a label, do you have any advice 
you’d like to give to fans/consumers of the music?

We’re here for you in the end... Try and support your 
local artists, get away from the radio and television and 
experience some new stuff. Go to shows and give some 
feedback. It all helps in the end and we’ll keep releasing 
music for you! 

What lies in the future for Crime League?

Just keepin’ on. More quality tunes for your soul to sur-
vive. 
I have a possible co-production for a Displacer vinyl 
single. One remix is in from one of my all-time favou-
rite DJ’s. I’ll announce this on my Facebook page soon 
I hope.
EP’s from techno artist Jakob Thiesen, an ambient side-
project Broken Sword and more. I’m also looking for 
more demos if anyone wants to sub it like-minded mu-
sic. I’m always open to listen and give feedback!

---
more info:

http://crimeleague.net
facebook.com/thecrimeleague
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shift.
This month I was lucky enough to get a chance to inter-
view the amazing french digital artist who goes by the 
moniker of shift. You will probably recognize his work 
from many of the recent IDM albums you have gotten.

How did you first get interested in creating art? What 
were you first ventures into the art world?

I guess it started when I was young. I was drawing a lot 
on my school books and was very inspired by sci fi mov-
ies and books. Later on I discovered photography and 
later again, the digital imagery. I left aside my pencils to 
get focused on “real aspect” imagery. It’s been a few years 
now that I work with cameras and Photoshop,  trying to 
develop skills and a certain vision. I still have a graphic 
tablet that forces me to keep on practicing “traditional 
drawing” sometimes. Art has always been around me, 
from the things I’ve seen, read and observed at a young 
age to my main activity of now and doing it as my main 
job. 

You are perhaps best known for your digital artwork 
which can be seen on a number of recent releases from 
Tympanik Audio, among other labels (Ad Noiseam, Hy-
men, Schematic, etc). Your stuff seems to be focused on 
complex, sci-fi themed mixtures of abstract designs and 
mechanical or organic pieces. Very much “IDM” style 
pieces. What is the primary inspiration for this kind of 
work? What do you hope to accomplish when you start 
out on a piece? 

As I said just above and as many people doing these 
kind of artwork, my main sources of inspiration are fa-
mous master pieces like Blade Runner, Akira, Ghost In 
The Shell, Stalker and so many other movies I watched 

too young and that will probably stay in my mind for 
years. I have to say that these pieces keep on being my 
main sources of inspiration, I watch less things now. I 
guess my new sources of visual inspiration are taken 
from my travels, images I observe through a trip around 
a country. 
And obviously, the music; electronic mainly. This is my 
best help for inspiration at home. What I do is “IDM-
ish” probably because I was also listening to the music 
of Warp Records when I was younger. 
When I start a piece, I first try to do something that 
talks to me. I just try to have the idea, basically.
What is your favorite type of scene/style to create?
I like two type of things. I like the powerful, texturised 
and complex visualisuation of an idea, not necessarly 
“beautiful” but certainly massive, angry and full of en-
ergy. It would probably turn to be a bit dark at the end. 
Or; on another hand, I like the minimalistic,probably 
more simple, representation of a human feeling I have 
in mind.

When you are creating artwork for a CD what is the 
process like? Do you work with ideas that the band pro-
vides?

It depends with the artist with who I work. Some of 
them have already built a visual imagery when they do 
their music so they give me the ideas they have around 
the album concept and I try to respect it. And some-
times I have more freedom.  Most of the time, and this
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is the process I prefer, I have lots of freedom, I just ask to 
have the music so i can listen to it, also the track names 
and the album title, and I work around this. Most of 
the time I get comissioned because people like the at-
mosphere I build in my images so they want something 
similar, but organised around their music.

Do you have any favorite pieces that you have done? 

I have a few ones yeah. In personal stuff, I like
Shapeshifter Controller, The Glitter in Me, Black Bird 
Empire II and a few other ones. For commercial works, 
I have lots of freedom with Tympanik Audio’s artworks 
so I have put a lot of energy in them, I like them. Also, 
some Roel Funcken’s artwork, Gore Tech and 2methyl 
too.

You also do photography. What is the difference between 
capturing a shot with a camera and creating something 
digitally? What are your goals with your photography?

Yeah, Photography is definitely something important to 
me. I actually give it even more importance, depth and 
value than my graphic images. It’s also the sources of all 
my works, I couldn’t do my job without it. The art of cap-
turing a moment, an instant of time at THIS seconde, is 
something that I consider much more emotional and 

valuable than the artwork I do. But the photographs I 
do are also a way for me to give a special direction to 
the things I see. They are not only a moment, they are 
part of a common imagery I’m searching to capture in 
this world.

What are you working on currently and what are your 
plans for the future?

I have some new album artworks for Tympanik Audio, 
I’m also on a good way to do the album artwork for one 
of my favourite musicians (I will keep the name for me 
since it’s still unsure), I have two exhibitions planned 
(one for my graphic works and the other is photogra-
phy), and I will be mainly focused on selling my art-
book that will be released in September. I will have 150 
copies, it will be a thick book of more than 100 pages, 
celebrating 5 years of artworks and photography. I’m 
very happy with the result and the quality so far. I also 
some plans for new travels.

--

more info:
www.futurorg.com
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These pictures are taken by the 34 years old Danny Prusseit who is living 
and working in Berlin, Germany. His interest in photography awoke only 
three years ago.

Danny has no professional education regarding photography. His knowl-
edge results from reading books and the exchange with other photogra-
phers.

After he got involved with photography and began to capture the first mo-
ments, he quickly discovered his passion for black and white photography. 
„The second book I bought was written by Harold Davis and is about cre-
ative black & white photography.“ His works show a nocturnal and calm 
prevailing mood and should be tagged with loneliness, wideness, moments, 
etc. in an online-fotocommunity.

As he said: „Actually I am still at the beginning of photography, but I guess 
I own some kind of aesthetic basic understanding which I want to develop.“

Some may know Danny and his works as musician in the now defunct      
Atmogat his current project DNN.
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Artist: Diaphane
Album: Lifeforms
Year: 2013
Label: Ant Zen
Genre: Electronic, Downtempo, IDM, Dubstep
Website: www.ant-zen.com 

Basics:
Lifeforms is the second solo release from Ab Ovo’s Regis Baillet. It carries on much in the same manner as its prede-
cessor Samdhya – atmospheric downtempo electronica, though it explores a plethora of contemporary electronic 
styles and repaints them with his trademark sound.  

Good stuff:
+ The album opens with the very strong “l’eau vive” which sets the tone for Lifeforms. Initially it reminds me a 
great deal of the moody, downtempo sound of Ab Ovo with the beautiful somber pads, piano melody, and sullen 
vocal bits; however, it quickly evolves and takes on a style of its own as it incorporates numerous fascinating and 
somewhat divergent sounds & pieces throughout its duration. He excels at writing progressive tracks that contain 
several movements and ultimately leave the listener in a different place than where they started. Each song is quite 
unique and unfortunately I don’t have the space to go through them all, but I will try to give a bit of insight; some 
follow a similar template to the opening with the melancholy downtempo feel such as “iridium” and “sources”, 
however Diaphane seems to have developed a fascination with dubstep (namely the wobbly & heavily modulated 
basslines) and consequently mixes elements of it into a number of these tracks – though it sounds completely un-
like any typical “dubstep” on the market. Some tracks like “fracture” and “lifeforms” are more upbeat and carry 
an almost atmospheric retro video game-y feel. And then some like “rhizomes” and “microline” are glitchy, odd 
tempo’d idm-ish pieces similar to Nebulo or Hecq. It ends with the cinematic, incredibly sad beauty of “Opales-
ence”. Overall, quite a large variety of sounds and textures, but Diaphane is able to put his unique brand on every 
part of the album such that it sounds like a cohesive whole. The composition, sound design, and production are 
absolutely expert.

Bad stuff:
-  Personally I don’t feel that the dubstep-y parts do that much for me, although they are well written and executed. 

Summary: 
A very strong record which I find to be even better and more memorable than the debut. A must hear for fans of 
Diaphane and Ab Ovo as well those who enjoy atmospheric & emotive electro/idm/ambient that flirts with many 
styles of electronic music such as Keef Baker, c.db.sn, Mobthrow, Comaduster, etc.

Overall Rating: 9/10
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Artist: Loss
Album: I Am But The Sum Of My Conditions
Year: 2013
Label: Ant Zen
Genre: Power Electronics, Rhythmic Noise, Dark 
Ambient, Experimental
Website: www.ant-zen.com 

Basics:
First release in mad years from Loss, following up the 2005 album I Kill Everything on Spectre. This album is a 
huge amalgam of styles including Power Electronics, Dark Ambient, Rhythmic Noise, Post-industrial, and so on.

Stuff:
+ When the record first hits with “Smear” I’m wondering why this is coming to me from Ant Zen – it’s a straight 
harsh noise / power electronics assault. After a couple of minutes however, the true face of Loss begins to emerge 
as the track decelerates and begins to blossom. Atmospheric elements and beats come to light and totally change 
the idea you’ve started to form about this album – this track becomes almost a mixture of Navicon Torture Tech-
nologies and Gridlock. Weird. The rest of the album is similarly constructed with interlocking fragments of vari-
ous Ant Zen styles. The second track “Cruciation” reminds me of a mixture of the crunchiness of Asche with the 
experimental flavor and juxtaposition of odd sounds of Synaspcape. “Product of a poor self-esteem…” has a more 
straight-ahead heavy beat and melancholy vibe reminiscent of Manufactura. “Session 01” is a beat-less, cinematic 
dark ambient track. Here, his somber pads rise to the forefront and hit you with the full weight of their emotive 
power. “Instrumental” mashes up orchestral strings, wob wob bass, crunchy percussion, and (ironically) PE-style 
vocals. Speaking of vocals, despite being totally over-effected to the point of intangibility, I actually like the vocals 
on this record – I think they have a neat sound to them which works against the various musical backdrops. Any-
way, you get the idea about the music. Each track is a conglomeration of many different musical styles and sounds, 
but Loss is able to make them fit together in a way that makes sense and sounds good – or, if nothing else, it con-
veys intense sadness and internal struggle. It kind of sounds like a lot of other Ant Zen acts mashed up and blended 
into a totally new, unique entity. So it’s familiar while yet unique. I respect this record because of its complexity 
which challenges the listener, and it’s offering of a well assembled mixture of textures that I’ve not heard any other 
artist delve into in-depth. Definitely a memorable release.

Summary: 
An interesting album that will please depressed fans of Ant Zen and the like. 

Overall Rating: 8.5/10
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Artist: Geomatic & Lagowski
Album: Cosmochemistry
Year: 2013
Label: M-tronic
Genre: Tribal, Dark Ambient, Technoid
Website:  

Basics:
After an amazing release on Tympanik audio, futuristic tribal project Geomatic returns with this collaborative 
album with accomplished techno/ambient producer Lagowski, whom you may also know from his S.E.T.I. moni-
ker which releases under Loki Foundations’ Power & Steel imprint (to be honest, I’m not terribly familiar with his 
work beyond a few SETI tracks). Cosmochemistry sounds like a continuation of Geomatic’s established sound, 
extended with additional ambient and technoid components.

Good stuff:
+ Honestly, the bulk of this album could very well be a standalone Geomatic album, as it is composed predomi-
nately of their trademark sounds. The main difference between this album and their last one 64 Light Years is the 
long, lush ambient sections that tend to open the songs. Every track here is 8-9 minutes long, though they remain 
fascinating and captivating for their duration. If you are unfamiliar with Geomatic, they sound like the futuristic, 
ethnic music of an alien world. They write heavily layered, dense compositions utilizing tribal percussion, chant-
ing voices, melodies from various middle eastern sounding instruments (or their synthetic equivalent), and lots 
of sound effects/modulation; however, the whole thing has a rather artificial and high-tech vibe to it which sets 
it apart from typical “tribal” or “world” music. Kind of like an industrial-ized Shpongle or a more laid back This 
Morn Omina with some Future Sound of London thrown in. The ambient sections of songs such as “Hands of the 
Creator” do much to further the deep space feel by cultivating a cold, desolate atmosphere which brings to mind 
travelling between the stars – which blends effortlessly into landing on and subsequently engaging in the indig-
enous songs of some distant planet. I am not sure what elements were contributed by which artist, but everything 
has been integrated seamlessly and the result is extremely cohesive whole. Truly a strong work crafted by two 
highly skilled projects.

Bad stuff:
-  My only critique is the same as for 64 Light Years which is that I feel like they could have used employed more 
melodies on this.  I think this would have added an extra dimension to some of the compositions such as “Interdi-
mensional” with its lengthy, plodding amelodic soundscapes.

Summary: 
Pretty much a must own for fans of tribal industrial/ambient music.  Not much else needs to be said. Get it!

Overall Rating: 9/10
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Artist: Tzolk’in
Album: The Sixth Sun
Year: 2013
Label: Ant Zen
Genre: Tribal, Dark Ambient, Technoid
Website: www.ant-zen.com 

Basics:
Hopefully everyone is familiar with the Tzolk’in project, but, if not, it is the collaboration of highly talented tech-
noid/ambient/tribal producers Flint Glass and Empusae. As the name, themes, and art would imply, this material 
generally has a tribal slant and is more or less dark ambient, depending on the track. The Sixth Sun is their fourth 
album which is quite impressive in itself, and I’m glad Tzolk’in was not a short lived collaboration. I am a huge fan 
of this project, as both members are extremely talented and seem to work expertly together and, as such, I naturally 
had high hopes for this album which I can confidently say it lived up to.  

Good stuff:
+ While the previous material has always had something of a tribal tinge, this album kicks off with “Toci” which 
has some beautiful sounding authentic tribal percussion (perhaps brought over from Empusae’s time with This 
Morn Omina?) mixed in with their usual steady, churning technoid rhythms and spacious dark ambient atmo-
spheres. The rest of the tracks utilize similar elements in varying amounts, while remaining firmly rooted in the 
“tribal/dark ambient” sphere. I am happy to say that this album is the most convincingly “tribal” one in their cata-
log, and fully conjures visions of the ancient mayan civilization and rituals outside of jungle temples. In some ways 
it feels like a downtempo take on TMO. Some of their older work (Haab’) had a very synthetic feel to it (was still 
very good, but in different ways) and was noticeably keyboard driven, conversely the new material is compellingly 
organic and feels “alive” in ways previous work did not. I assume the drums are played by hand which gives them a 
fluid, natural feel which is very important with this style. The Sixth Sun features some of the longest tracks of their 
career (10-12 minutes), but they succeed in keeping the them interesting throughout their durations and I never 
want to advance to the next piece prematurely. The production is extremely strong and everything sounds punchy 
& thick while retaining a clear, expansive feel. At this point these guys are masters of their craft and I would expect 
no less. I felt that their previous album Tonatiuh was a landmark album in the genre and this one surpasses it!

Bad stuff:
-  At times the low end (from a drum) is a little too much.

Summary: 
An absolute must own for fans of tribal/dark ambient stuff. I may be a little biased because this golden combo is 
one of my absolute favorite styles of music, but I can say objectively that these guys undeniably nail it near flaw-
lessly. This project is unequivocally one of the most proficient and this album successfully continues the bloodline, 
even through the apocalypse. Even though I received a promo of this, I bought the hardcopy as soon as it was 
available and will be enjoying it for a long time to come.

Overall Rating: 9.5/10
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Artist: Zyxt
Album: Hello Manic
Year: 2013
Label: Component Recordings
Genre: IDM, Ambient
Website: componentrecordings.bandcamp.com/

Basics:
Hello Manic is the debut album from the Zyxt project on the newly reformed Component Recordings. Though 
Zyxt is a new name, he has been around for quite a while; he previously produced under the aliases of Portland (on 
N5MD/Component) and Datascraper. With Zyxt he appears to have gone back to a classic IDM sound, and one 
that I very much enjoy. 

Good stuff:
+ I love this album because it makes me feel like the “golden era” of IDM never ended and it’s still the late 90s/
early 00s. All the notable trademarks of that time are here: the focus on big, dreamlike pads, somber melodies 
and quirky, non-linear, glitch-filled beats. Reminds me so much of the early N5MD IDM records but with more 
interesting / glitchy percussion. I feel that with the advent of Ableton, too many uncreative producers flooded the 
scene with very predictable, bland IDM which started to become the norm; this is the type of record that all those 
guys strive to be but fall way short of – one with depth, interesting sound design, and complex, unpredictable pat-
terns. The melodies here are super emotive and thanks to very spacious production, the tracks are deep and really 
pull the listener into them. Most of the tracks are as I’ve described (though each certainly has its own identity), 
but some are notably different: “Russian River” works with heavier, distorted beats and carries a post-industrial 
vibe, while “Xytolic” reminds me of a cleaner Somatic Responses with its fast pace and schizophrenic bombard-
ment of mangled electronic sounds (like a trek through the junkyard of idm/glitch/dubstep). The album ends with 
four remixes. The first is from c.db.sn which begins very slowly and builds into his typical sullen, atmospheric, 
retro idm sound and culminates in a post-rock style wall of sound. Anklebiter is next with an interesting, heavy, 
post-industrial mix of “Russian River” utilizing stellar dark pads and creepy sounds. The album closes with Raab 
Codec’s 90s Acid-ified re-envisioning of the album opener “Lambic”. 

Bad stuff:
-  This sound is nothing new and the production sounds a bit dated (not entirely bad). 

Summary: 
This marks a very good beginning for Zyxt and a fitting return for Component. Fans of the early 90s IDM/ambient 
sound need to hear this asap! Looking forward to the future of both producer and label.

Overall Rating: 8.5/10
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Artist: Ingrown
Album: Phonomena
Year: 2013
Label: Self Released
Genre: IDM, Ambient
Website: http://soundcloud.com/ingrown

Basics:
To be honest I get a ton of these type of releases: no name producer with no label and no internet presence beyond a band-
camp or soundcloud. I ignore most of these because the music ends up being incredibly amateur, however every so often I 
get a record like Phonomena. I have no idea who this guy is and how it is that he is not on a label. Though Ingrown is a name 
more suited to perhaps a grindcore band, he writes excellent late 90s / early 00s style IDM/ambient.

Good stuff:
+ This record starts off strong with the gripping “Grey’s Empire”. Right away we are introduced to Ingrown’s particular flavor 
of IDM:  complex structures, nonlinear beats and layers of beautiful, tranquil melodies. The pads mix perfectly with the 
harmonious leads and the steady, unpredictable-yet-groovy beatwork drives the track forward. The second track “Bloom” is 
even better. He somehow manages to mix catchy, retro FM-y synth melodies with ethnic chanting and big pads…and he pulls 
it off brilliantly. The third song “Sounds from the Bentusi” shows off his ambient side and foregoes the percussion – this is 
a trippy mix of modulating synth bits and emotive pads. The rest of the record carries on in that vein. Unfortunately, I don’t 
have enough space to go into each track, but they each carry their own identity and are expertly composed with a plethora of 
unique sounds and intelligent structuring. Some tracks remind me of Ghostly International’s Cepia and others, such as the 
fittingly named “Beefus Maximus”, remind me of the fast and furious post-industrial idm sound of Beefcake. There are even 
some neat 8bit/chiptuney sounds here and there. One thing I really enjoy about this record is that while it carries a very retro 
90s sound, it’s got punchy modern production. The kicks thump and the hats punch through. Everything sits very evenly in 
the mix. 

Bad stuff:
- He uses what sounds like the same drum machine/sounds in most every song (though not the same patterns) and it has 
kind of a generic sound…though he uses it well. 
- The record starts to fall off at the end, the last 3 tracks are weak and sound superfluous after the remarkable earlier content.

Summary: 
Fans of classic IDM that was intricate yet understood groove & flow, like early Autechre, Plaid, etc, and even newer stuff like 
Proem or Ruxpin need to find this record and listen to it immediately. Omitting the last 3 tracks, this is one of the best IDM 
records I’ve heard in a while. I hope this guy gets signed to a good label because this kind of stuff deserves to be heard and 
distributed.

Overall Rating: 8.5-9/10
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Artist: Various
Album: Neoteric Components
Year: 2013
Label: Component Records
Genre: IDM, Post-industrial, Acid, Techno, 
Breakcore
Website: componentrecordings.bandcamp.com/

Basics:
After quite a few years of silence, Component Records returns to business and presents this brand new compila-
tion to jumpstart the revival of the label. There are a few names you may recognize from the past as well as quite a 
few new (to this label) projects. 

Stuff:
Neoteric Components is exciting because it makes me feel like the golden era of the late 90s/early 00s never ended. 
It takes the listener through classic & industrialized IDM, Acid Techno, and some more experimental rhythmic 
electronic music. 
The compilation opens up with a fantastic complex & melodic IDM track from Zyxt, which is the new alias of 
former Component project Portland.  Zyxt is also the first signing to the new era of Component and if full length 
sounds like this track than I am going to check it out as soon as possible.  The next track is one of my favorites on 
the album and comes from Tympanik Audio’s c.db.sn. “Sun In My Face” is a beautiful downtempo IDM song with 
melancholic atmospheres and a very classic “90s IDM” melody. Ambot provides a more aggressive, steadily build-
ing rhythmic piece with “Rivodio”. Things get more experimental and formless with Syl Kougai’s “Orage Majorelle” 
and the collab of Raab Codec & Deftly D who provide the dark and retro-tinged “Banter”. Keef Baker offers his 
trademark intensely emotive IDM / Post Rock sound on the very well crafted “Tingely Roundabout”. Linoleum 
Head presents some very 90s-esque Acid rhythms to get your feet moving – Luke Vibert anyone? Somatic Re-
sponses delivers their usual abrasive post-industrial take on IDM with the heavy, noise filled “Droid Control (75% 
Efficiency Rating)” Later the compilation veers into quick paced breakcore territory with tracks from Alpturer and 
Disasters In Shadow Magic. Towards the end we are treated to some danceable 4/4 beats from Kafka and Pattern 
Behavior. The compilation is brought to a conclusion with the oddly retrofuture-yet-western-tinged downtempo 
song from Displacer. It is poignant and serves as a strong and apt closing piece. 
Overall, as with all compilations, there are some great tracks and some not so great tracks. There is a respectable 
selection of material here from a variety of different, though interrelated, genres, and fans of the aforemtioned 
era of electronic music will certainly find some songs they really enjoy. In my opinion the standout tracks here 
are from Zyxt, c.db.sn, Keef Baker, and Displacer, but keep in mind my personal penchant for melodic & ambient 
IDM.  This is definitely a neat return for Component and I am looking forward to what they release in the future. 
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Artist: Volt 9000
Album: Conopoly
Year: 2013
Label: Artoffact
Genre: Industrial, Chiptune, Experimental
Website: http://www.volt9000.com/

Basics:
The press release describes this as “equal parts Ohgr and megaman”, which is an incredibly apt description. I wouldn’t exactly 
call this “chiptune” although that sentiment is certainly present, combined with something quite similar to the lighthearted 
experimental take on industrial that Ohgr is known for.

Good stuff:
+ The album opens with the strong “Game of Drones”. Non-linear percussion is mixed with 16bit arps and sliced, mutated 
& vocoded vocals (quickly bringing to mind Ohgr). It would appear evident from this track that the focus is on the layers 
of percussion and the vocals – both of which are at the forefront of the mix, with the synths relegated to the background. 
From the title you can probably tell that the lyrics seem to be focused on social awareness. The rest of the album takes this 
formula and delivers a few permutations of it. The tracks are all focused around interesting, glitchy, industrialized beats and 
vocals (either vocoded/heavily effected or vocoded samples substituting for vocals a la Doubting Thomas). Some are faster 
(“Illuminist”) and some are slow and moody (“Echodrone”), but they all explore the same general sound. I think the most 
notable aspect of this group is the vocal performance – highly varied and they use slightly different effects in each song (and 
multiple “styles” throughout each song) so as to constantly keep introducing new flavours of singing. I doubt many other acts 
have such dynamic (and well executed) vocals. This is the direction that industrial music should have gone in after the early 
2000s: multifaceted, stimulating compositions that integrate and embrace production techniques made possible by emerging 
technologies. Although this music is promoted as chiptune it’s really not – there are certainly moments of 16bit or perhaps 
even 8bit sounds, but it’s definitely significantly more industrial than chippy, though it does tend to carry that blithe, dreamy 
vibe that accompanies chiptune.

Bad stuff:
- My biggest qualm with the record is the lack of discernible melodies and synthlines. Most of the time the synths take a back 
seat to a wall of percussion and it becomes kind of difficult to distinguish one song from the next. When utilized, the synths 
and pads mesh very well the other elements and I just wish there were more moments like that.

Summary: 
Very well done experimental electro-industrial that showcases quite a bit of technical prowess and compositional skill. Lots 
of Ohgr/newer Skinny Puppy worship, but I’d much rather hear a band pursing a style created by the most talented minds 
in the genre than what so many of these contemporary “industrial” acts are doing. Definitely one for people who appreciate 
complex, futuristic, and glitchy electro-industrial. Another great release for Artoffact who continue to purvey real industrial 
music.

Overall Rating: 8.5/10
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Artist: Havan
Album: Yajna
Year: 2013
Label: Cyclic Law
Genre: Dark Ambient, Drone
Website: www.cycliclaw.com

Basics:
Havan is a new project from Frederic Arbour (Visions, Cyclic Law). This record features fellow composers Harlow 
McFarlane (Funerary Call) and Sarah Rosalina Brady (Amber Asylum). This is a short album, composed of a sole 
track that clocks in at 29 minutes and was recorded live in a single take.

Good stuff:
+ To be honest, one of the things I stay away from is droning ambient albums that are recorded in one take. Need-
less to say, when I see that in a press release it usually means the thing is horrible, or at best, inconsequential & am-
ateur. However, it also goes without saying that many producers could learn a thing or two from the highly talented 
Frederic Arbour (whom would appear to be the driving force in this project). Yajna is a fantastically meditative 
composition that succeeds in providing an interesting, evolving, and engaging listen for its entire duration. Sound-
wise, the first 12 minutes are quite a bit like Visions – deep, spacious, encompassing droning textures with various 
accenting sounds, rising drones, and so forth. In my opinion there is a distinctive, albeit subtle, underlying eastern 
flavor. After this, the composition collapses and resurges as a harsher, noisier incarnation – somewhat more akin 
to McFarlane’s own projects, though I wouldn’t describe this as “abrasive”. After several minutes, it moves back to-
wards drone territory with what sounds like a looping, stretched vocal drone (evoking mental pictures of chakras, 
kundalini, etc). The last five or so minutes return to the Visions-esque heavy-yet-tranquil cosmic sound.

Bad stuff:
- It’s short. Would have been great to have a second ~30 minute piece.

Summary: 
Fred/Cyclic Law is always focused on quality and Yajna is no exception. If you are a fan of Visions, Funerary Call, 
or the Cycle Law sound in general than I would encourage you to pick this up. I can only hope that more work will 
be done with the project in the future (perhaps with different/additional collaborators).

Overall Rating: 8.5/10
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Artist: Dark Awake
Album: Epi Thanaton
Year: 2013
Label: Rage In Eden
Genre: Dark/Ritual Ambient, Neo Classical
Website: http://rageineden.org/

Basics:
Here we have the new album from Dark Awake. Though I am unfamiliar with this project, I was excited to check out this 
release as it appears to be steeped in various esoteric paths, it contains elements of dark ambient, neo classical, martial, etc. 
and it is released on the respectable Rage in Eden label. 

Good stuff:
+ Epi Thanaton is a very old school album. It reminds me of 80s and early 90s ritualistic acts such as Endvra and Archon 
Satani. As such, it is quite raw & sparse which conjures a creepy, mystic atmosphere. I actually favor the neoclassical ele-
ments of this album such as the end of the title track, “Kia Mass Ssaratu”, and “Ichor”. These seem to be the most developed 
and harmonically interesting. Dark Awake also occasionally utilizes martial elements such as the heavy, bombastic drums on 
“Sigillum of Cutha” which brings to mind older Sophia or In Slaughter Natives. He also ventures into bleak droning ambient 
on tracks like “Medea” and the hypnotic closer “Spheres of Qlippoth”. I also really like that the packaging includes blurbs for 
each track to explain the concept behind them.

Bad stuff:
- The biggest problem with this record is the composition, or lack thereof.  While Dark Awake uses appealing sounds, they are 
spread haphazardly across this record with seemingly no real purpose or cohesion. Elements start and stop sporadically, and 
may or may not mix with whatever else is happening. The tracks don’t build in any logical method and overall are too sparse 
to capture or hold a listener’s attention. Another problem I had was that the percussion sounds stiff and completely lifeless, 
like it was mechanically programmed into a sequencer and perfectly quantized so that it carries a very rigid, inhuman feel. 
This kind of ritual music requires an organic groove to be truly entrancing (see: ISN, Vasilisk, etc) which means either play 
it by hand or “humanize” the programming to give it the proper dynamic quality; when lacking these sounds feel too jarring 
to be hypnotic.

Summary: 
I enjoy what this record is going for, and I think that it would certainly have been notable had it been produced 15-20 years 
ago, but for this day in age when there are so many acts with better songwriting and compositional abilities (and the technol-
ogy to allow producers to do much more) it is simply average. I give him credit for attempting to interweave multiple styles 
which could be successful, but his skills are too amateur to pull it off convincingly. I think Dark Awake’s music could be vastly 
improved by adding more content per track, better transitions between sections, as well as focusing on fully developing a 
clear idea over the course of a song.

Overall Rating: 5/10
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Artist: Frozen Thoughts
Album: Calm Before The Storm
Year: 2013
Label: Glacial Movements
Genre: Drone
Website: glacialmovements.bandcamp.com

Basics:
Frozen Thoughts is a new project by producer Petar Sakic who writes hardcore techno/related under the name 
Phobos. Since this album is on Glacial Movements, you can likely make an educated guess as to how it sounds: 
droning ambient with an arctic / isolationist feel. The super droning (i.e. drone and nothing else) stuff doesn’t in-
terest me that much, but I saw in the press release that he was influenced by various Cyclic Law acts so I decided 
to check it out.

Good stuff:
+ The album opens with the interestingly titled “Reflections of Dead Maidens”. This track sets the tone for what is 
to come: lengthy, airy, light, droning textures with the occasional sound effect. It’s a little boring, but I did enjoy it 
because there are several layers at play at any given moment which subtly shift & grow, along with adequate move-
ment and rise & fall to carry me along. I found the second track “Eternity Without Time” to be more interesting. 
It opens with some very beautifully recorded atmospheric ice/water sounds as it slowly builds into a crescendo 
of hypnotic pads and droning. This reminds me of a more “light” and droning version of Necrophorus or Parhe-
lion. “Godlight” follows a similar approach but this time the listener ascends further into heavenly realms. Very 
transcendental stuff here. “We Are Not Alone” seems to exist in a place between earth and the heavens – the light 
drones are here but there are also some lower, more chthonic sounds as well. I’m not really getting the snow/arc-
tic/cold feel any longer but more of being on an ascended plane flooded with white light. This track has a bit of a 
cinematic feel as it contains some highly sustained string-ish sounding pads/drones. The album ends with the title 
track. This track goes through several phases: the beginning is moderately sombre with some distant, nebulous 
melodic content swirling about. Then, it takes a turn into the underworld with some very dark, heavy textures a 
la Terra Sancta and slowly summons harsher tones and some noisy bits before reaching its peak and subsequently 
crashing into near silence.

Bad stuff:
- Perhaps not “bad” per say, as these qualities come with the territory, but this kind of stuff can easily seem repeti-
tive and too drawn out – like you’ve got one unending drone looping on and on for eternity (although to Frozen 
Thoughts’ credit, this is much less apparent than in many similar releases). Each track has a really long intro that is 
very quiet, and it always takes a while before any serious building occurs, and there are unnecessarily long outros. 
But again, this is all par for the course so I can’t fault him too much…if you like this style than these are the quali-
ties you are looking for. I really would’ve liked more melodies though.

Summary: 
Fans of droning, “slow burn” style ambient will definitely enjoy this one. It’s powerful and hypnotic just as it should 
be. It will lift your consciousness into cold, alabaster chambers that are not of this plane. Very fitting for the Glacial 
Movements roster.  
Overall Rating: 8/10
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Artist: Zinovia
Album: The Gift Of Affliction
Year: 2013
Label: Tympanik Audio
Genre: Downtempo, Jazz, IDM
Website: www.tympanikaudio.com

Basics:
The Gift Of Affliction is the debut album from Greek instrumentalist/producer Zinovia. This album generally 
works with calm atmospheres, jazzy instrumentation and downtempo, idm-tinged beats.

Good stuff:
+ This album is a bit different from the typical Tympanik release in that it is not industrial, post-industrial, nor 
IDM. If anything it’s most similar to jazz-influenced downtempo music with hints of IDM. That said, there are 
quite a lot of extremely beautiful passages and textures on display. Many tracks such as “Entangled” and “Attached, 
Our Eyes Wide Open” feature absolutely lush piano, mixed perfectly with emotive pads/strings, the occasional bit 
of voice, and various other classical instruments. Other tracks such as “Sucking The Smoke From Your Lips” feel 
a bit more synthetic, similar to the post-rock/IDM style of SE. Other tracks like “Chimera” carry an enchanting 
ethnic lounge vibe with distant, floating vocal oohs that brings to mind acts like Banco De Gaia. The percussion 
on this album is a mixture of fittingly straight forward downtempo and clicky, non-linear electronic IDM hits. 
She pulls this off very well and the percussion fits perfectly with the melodic content.  Overall, I find that most of 
these songs would fit as background music at a lounge, coffee shop, or even a movie. They are very accessible & 
well-crafted, and I feel that they will absolutely appeal to a wide audience beyond the post-industrial/post-rock/
idm crowd. The recording, mixing and mastering is all top notch and the record sounds very balanced and wide.

Bad stuff:
-  The only kind of negative thing I have to say is that a fair amount of this record seems more suited to background 
music and doesn’t feel that “engaging” per say; it’s easy to tune out.  

Summary: 
A different, but not unfitting, record for Tympanik. Fans of Autoclav1.1 and newer Subheim should give this a shot 
for sure, along with anyone who appreciates relaxing jazzy atmospheres in their IDM. Hell, if you like beautiful, 
melodic stuff in general than pick this up.

Overall Rating: 8.5/10
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Artist: Abandoned Asylum
Album: Derelicts of Distant Hope
Year: 2013
Label: Malignant Records
Genre: Dark Ambient
Website: www.malignantrecords.com

Basics:
This is the debut album from Abandoned Asylum, following 2 free EPs on the Kalpamantra netlabel. I’m not going 
to lie, I rolled my eyes a bit at what may be the most clichéd project name in the genre. The song names are equally 
generic and sound like combinations of titles from various Cyclic Law releases. Anyway, it made it on to Malignant 
so it can’t be that bad… 

Good stuff:
+ The song titles are very reminiscent of Gustaf Hildebrand, and as it turns out the music is not too far off from that 
comparison. The opener, “Interstellar Transmissions”, also works with weighty, dark cosmic drones, occasional 
heavy mechanical sfx and what sounds like garbled transmissions from the depths of the cosmos. The other tracks 
are of similar scope, finding themselves somewhere between the cosmic palette of Gustaf or perhaps Phaenon, and 
the deep and dismal isolationist droning of New Risen Throne or Svartsinn. Most of the album is comprised of 
pulsing, subtly moving drones; though occasionally we find some creepy sfx, a heavily veiled choir (“Drifting in 
Constant Eclipse”), or harsher / noisier soundscapes (“Storms In The Endless Void”).  

Bad stuff:
- Very generic. Not bad, but will likely sound like a less good version of most of the stuff already in your collection.

Summary: 
Straight forward, highly predictable droning dark ambient. It succeeds in conjuring up convincingly outer space-y 
and isolationist vibes so it is not an unsuccessful album. However, it sounds like a less developed combination of 
myriad Cyclic Law acts without the refinement or individuality that makes those artists noteworthy. This is just a 
debut though, so we’ll see what happens in the Asylum in the future – maybe some fascinating dark entities will 
move in. 

Overall Rating: 6/10
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Artist: Aderlating
Album: Gospel of the Burning Idol
Year: 2013
Label: Black Plagve (Malignant)
Genre: Black Ambient / Noise / Black Metal
Website: www.malignantrecords.com

Basics:
New album from the highly prolific act Aderlating, ½ of whom you may know from one of his numerous monikers, the most 
notable of which being Gnaw Their Tongues which is fairly close to this project in scope. I’m a big fan of Aderlating’s artwork 
and song titles – both typically conjure up an extremely bleak, unsettling, and arcane vibe – and this album’s art and contents 
are no exception.

Good stuff:
+ If you are into blackened noise, death industrial, or some related style, than Aderlating is definitely a project you will want 
to be aware of. They conjure colossal slabs of some of the most dark and abyssal “music” out there. Aderlating balances heavy, 
crushing drones with atmospheric elements like pads and sustained choir-esque sounds which remind me a bit of In Slaugh-
ter Natives. Some tracks also feature drumming which comes as either slow ritual-esque hits or buried, fast black metal style 
blasts. The drums are quite veiled and don’t feel overly like “metal”, but instead serve to add another layer of heaviness and 
impure filth to this hellish configuration. Gospel of the Burning Idol also has an underlying industrial feel to it with a plethora 
of sounds that bring to mind churning, derelict machinery. Many tracks include strange vocals which flitter between tor-
mented retching and demonic moaning – and they fit the mood perfectly. There are quite a number of noisy parts here, but it 
never feels like “harsh noise” and leans a little more towards death industrial or maybe ambient black metal, if that is a thing. 
Overall, it’s got a very raw sound to it, which is the status quo for this kind of thing, but each element sticks out as much as 
it can within the muck. I think this production style is an integral component of the atmosphere on the album and thusly it 
sounds as it should. The best way I can describe this album is that it makes you feel like you are trapped within one of the 
layers of hell: burning, flame-riddled sky above, surrounded by ranks of tortured souls, and in the distance you can witness 
the billowing black smoke vomited from gigantic, primeval killing machines composed of metal and dead flesh. A seriously 
frightening journey not for the faint of heart!

Bad stuff:
-  Some of the drums feel a bit unfocused / too chaotic and clash with the flow of the other elements.
-  The final track has this really annoying sound that loops throughout the entire song and kind of ruins it for me (which is a 
shame because I really like the other elements).

Summary: 
This is a must hear for fans of the types of music released on Black Plagve. Obviously a quite harsh and niche sound, but those 
who enjoy it will definitely want to get to know this project. If you want to travel to the blackest corners of the human psyche 
than this is the album you are looking for.

Overall Rating: 8.5/10
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Artist: The Vomit Arsonist
Album: An Occasion for Death
Year: 2013
Label: Malignant
Genre: Death Industrial
Website: www.malignantrecords.com

Basics:
I became a fan of The Vomist Arsonist not too long ago when I was recommended his album Go Without. TVA 
writes the type of death industrial that I most enjoy: the heavy emphasis on dark and droning soundscapes, indus-
trial textures, and thick, powerful distorted vocals. Musically, TVA resides in the same vein as one of my favorites, 
Megaptera’s Curse of the Scarecrow. That said, I had pretty high hopes for this album which I can say were suffi-
ciently met. 

Good stuff:
+ Pretty much all the qualities that I enjoyed on Go Without recur on An Occasion For Death. He continues with his 
trademark style of building hellishly desolate, droning textures accented by distant sfx, noise, or crushing percus-
sive bits. As I mentioned above, this album will surely bring to mind a modern take on Megaptera’s classic work; 
the track “Black Bile” being a perfect example with its crushing, machine-like percussion churning steadily in the 
background, immersed beneath blackened droning waves, and the cacophonous vocal rasps embodying rage and 
torment. Some tracks, such as “Torn Between Will and Desire”, utilize harsh, noisy textures – however, there is 
always enough atmosphere present to keep it engaging and preventing it from being overly abrasive. This is exactly 
how death industrial should be, in my opinion. Not much else needs to be said, An Occasion for Death accurately 
epitomizes both isolation and desolation.

Bad stuff:
-  Fairly repetitive and not terribly different from previous work.
-  Short album length.

Summary: 
The Vomit Arsonist is a fantastic example of modern death industrial and should not be missed by fans of Brighter 
Death Now, Megaptera, IRM, NTT, etc. If you want some of the most depressing, somber, bleak shit out there than 
you need to get this album. Another solid entry in the Malignant catacombs.

Overall Rating: 8/10
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Artist: Phragments
Album: New Kings and New Queens
Year: 2013
Label: Malignant Records
Genre: Dark Ambient
Website: www.malignantrecords.com

Basics:
New Kings and New Queens is the new album (ep?) from dark ambient producers Phragments. It’s packaged in an “oversized 
foldout package” with greyscale pictures of mountainous terrain not too far off from their last one on Malignant. This art-
work is quite an accurate depiction of what this album sounds like – dreary, grey, lonely, organic.

Good stuff:
+ Similar to their previous work, this album is predominately composed of droning, earthly passages littered with the occa-
sional bombastic hit. Although there are 6 tracks, they all run together as one singular composition. The same mood is car-
ried throughout the entire album and it works as a longform piece. The first two tracks are pretty standard-faire Phragments-
style gloomy drone, but things pick up on the third track “Bridge Burners” with the inclusion of sporadic percussive hits, 
shrouded sfx, and rising/falling pads. It may be just me, but I get a distinctly dark, ancient, Asian forest vibe from this. It is 
followed by the longest track on the album, “When Memory Fails, We Disintegrate” which clocks in at over 10 minutes. This 
track goes between the usual foggy forest setting and a more analog-ish drone. This vibe continues through “New Queens” 
before the slow comedown of the closer “Aftermath”.

Bad stuff:
- This album is really short, just over 30 minutes.
- The volume is extremely low and could easily have been brought up considerably without loss of sound quality.
- Very few significant changes over the course of this record; it’s mostly the same minimal, fog enshrouded, forest-evoking 
drone for 31 minutes straight.

Summary: 
Phragments has never struck me as a particularly innovative project, and nothing has changed here. They do their straight-
forward, murky droning sound well and those looking for subdued and foreboding background music will probably enjoy 
this, but I don’t think anyone will argue that they could’ve put quite a bit more into this record.

Overall Rating: 5/10
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Artist: Cryobiosis
Album: Within Ruins
Year: 2013
Label: Cryo Chamber
Genre: Dark Ambient
Website: cryochamber.bandcamp.com

Basics:
I first learned of the Cryobiosis project when he asked me to review his debut album From The Depths. I compared 
it extensively to Atrium Carceri and remarked that I would like to hear future output. Well that day has come, 
and it is inspiring to see a young, talented project evolve and rise up the ladder. Ironically, he is now releasing on 
Atrium Carceri’s own Cryo Chamber label and it is a very fitting home for Within Ruins.

Good stuff:
+ He retains much of the AC-esque style from the previous album, though the project has certainly evolved in 
regards to sound design and mixing. I highly enjoy this style of subtly complex ambient; the use of slowly pulsing 
drones with a plethora of sound effects and well-designed synth bits that float through the mix; this is music that 
you want to listen to with good quality headphones (fitting of the labels’ commitment to the 24-bit flac format). 
These tracks carry an industrial vibe from the sporadic mechanical sfx, but overall they maintain a strongly organ-
ic feel, like the murky corridors of a living cave or long abandoned sanctuary deep within the earth. Also similar 
to AC, he often utilizes subdued percussive sounds which give the songs movement & groove, and greatly bolster 
their hypnotic quality. I also really like the melodic sounds (piano, plucky synths) used on tracks like “Somewhere 
Safe”, “Through Debris” etc. These add a somber, but oddly human touch. As mentioned, the production on this 
album is very tight which allows its depth to truly be heard.

Bad stuff:
- There are a few tracks toward the end of the record where he deviates from his standard sound that come off as 
either too empty or directionless (“Forgotten”, “As The World Decays”)

Summary: 
Fans of newer Atrium Carceri and Cryo Chamber releases in general should definitely make a point to get this 
record. Cryobiosis is one of the more exciting new-ish acts in the dark ambient genre and one to watch. He has 
developed a good style so far, and I am looking forward to the continued evolution of the project.

Overall Rating: 8/10
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Artist: Neizvestija
Album: Majak
Year: 2013
Label: Cryo Chamber
Genre: Dark Ambient
Website: cryochamber.bandcamp.com

Basics:
Majak is the debut album from dark ambient producer Neizvestija. It deals with nuclear contamination and radioactive waste 
in the town of Ozersk, Chelyabinsk Oblast (Russia) from the Majak plant – this site is one of the worst nuclear accidents in 
history. As expected the album is extremely dark, bleak and haunting.

Good stuff:
+ The album starts off strongly with “55º44º N 60º54º E” which fittingly captures the atmosphere of an environment post-
contamination. It’s got an extremely bleak, organic wasteland feel and the slow-motion rolling and pulsing of dissonant 
sounds almost feel like reverberations of alarms signaling an eminent threat. The murky, sludgy drones and distant sfx add a 
bit of an industial vibe, manifesting the sounds of a dying factory or power plant. This vibe continues strongly throughout the 
record. Some of the songs, such as “Muslyumovo” display an emptier scene, feeling like absolutely arid, destroyed landscapes; 
while others like “Metlino” carrying a more technological feel – the synths in this track lend a cold, mechanical vibe.

Bad stuff:
- Several of the tracks such as “Techa”, and “Karachay” are extremely repetitive droning pieces which hardly change and fail 
to cover substantial ground despite their excessively long durations. These could have been reduced to 2 minutes or less and 
achieved the same effect. 

Summary: 
Overall this is one hell of a bleak and depressing record. I believe that it succeeds in capturing the hopelessness and desola-
tion of the site of a nuclear disaster; unfortunately, this abandoned, contaiminated nuclear site is not particularly exciting to 
listen to as several tracks are too minimal and fail to ever get or hold my attention. If Neizvestija can work on packing more 
substance into their tracks and trimming some unnecessary excess, they could be a notable act. Let’s see what happens in the 
future. 

Overall Rating: 5.5/10
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Artist: Bvdub
Album: Born in Tokyo
Year: 2013
Label: N5MD
Genre: Ambient, Drone, Techno
Website: www.n5md.com

Basics:
Ok I have to be honest here and admit that I’ve never actually listened to bvdub before. I know he is hugely popular 
but for some reason just never really got into it. Anyway now is my chance I suppose. His newest album Born in Tokyo 
comes to us from N5MD and would seem to be more or less in line with his usual style of long, epic wall-of-sound, 
drowning in reverb, droning ambient pieces that just build forever as they lift you into oblivion. 

Good stuff:
+ Ok, it didn’t take me long to understand why this guy is so popular. His music is absolutely hypnotic, captivating, 
and emotionally stirring. The album opener “I’m Coming Home” sounds like a 90s dream trance song slowed down 
by about 2/3s (even though the vocals here are actually pitched up, but bear with me) – the result is that you’ve got 
this ultra-slow soaring piece that churns with the same epic, uplifting dreamy mood that would accompany a trance 
song and a plodding tempo that  sucks you in like a vortex. The song subsides in the last few minutes and filled with 
beautiful sad piano and fitting vocal bits. The second track, “Reach For Me”, begins in a similar fashion to that outro: a 
subdued droning that ever so slowly rises, coupled with piano plucks. Eventually it builds with a beat and very hypno-
tizing melody blooming from the drone. I am reminded of Biosphere’s beat driven work. Again, the track is filled with 
absolutely gorgeous, evocative vocals that ooze with passion. “Two Hours To Forever” further delves into this style of 
subdued melancholy created by lush, floating piano melodies; subtle, ghostly pads; and pitch shifted vocals – which all 
balance each other brilliantly. Unfortunately he switches up the second half with a mediocre beat but the atmosphere 
is more or less retained. The album closer continues with that general structure and vibe but remains more consistent 
throughout its duration. The overall “sad” / “rainy day” vibe reminds me a lot of Burial. The production/mixing isn’t 
super, but it lends a hazy vibe which is crucial to his trademark sound and atmosphere.

Bad stuff:
-  While bvdub excels are using repetition to induce a hypnotic state, these tracks are all relatively long and I feel like 
some of them could have been shortened without losing anything.
-  I am a huge fan of female vocals and generally the vocals he uses compliment the mood, but occasionally, notably 
“We Love Together” and the 2nd half of “Two Hours To Forever”, the vocal track(s) feels quite forced and don’t mesh 
with the music – especially on “We Love Together” track with the numerous and divergent vocalists. I have to skip it.

Summary: 
Despite a few missteps, Born In Tokyo is a very captivating album full of deeply emotional material that I think will con-
nect on some level with just about any listener of ambient or atmospheric electronic music. If you’re already a fan than 
I’m sure you will like this, and if you’re new to him, like I am, than this will likely convert you and entice you to look 
deeper into his catalog. It’s quite a wonder that he is able to create such a high volume of material in such a short time 
while retaining this level of quality – but I’m not complaining. Check it out. 

Overall Rating: 8/10
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Displacer – “Masterless EP” 
[Crime League]

The Masterless EP sees Displacer exper-
imenting with entirely ambient sound-
scapes. When IDM producers choose 
to make ambient the results are often 
spectacular; Proem, Funckarma, Rich-
ard Devine, and Famine being a few 
that immediately come to mind. And 
now we can add Displacer to that list. 
Here we are given 3 cuts of cold, cin-
ematic, droning ambience.  The album 
opens with “The Needs of Many” which 
brings to mind a slow, epic, wintry as-
cent into snow covered mountains or a 
realm of white light. The second track 
“Grey” is my favorite with its beauti-
ful somber melodic notes reverberat-
ing amongst sullen pads and churn-
ing analog electronics. The final track 
“Masterless” is similar to the opener 
with a more melodic edge. The cin-
ematic qualities Displacer infuses these 
tracks with takes them well beyond the 
packed halls of less ambitious droning 
ambient. He uses a powerfully evoca-
tive and emotional palette of sounds 
which gives these pieces so much life 
and vibrancy. Solid mixing and pro-
duction lets them successfully capture 
the depth they aim for.  While it may 
be new territory for the artist, fans of 
ambient music should make the time 
to check this out as you will absolutely 
not be disappointed. A must hear for 
fans of Glacial Movements and the like. 
Honestly, this is some of my favorite 
ambient stuff that has come out this 
year and I can listen to it on loop for 
hours on end.

Angular Dreams – 
“Noospheric Aberration” 
[self-released]

Noospheric Aberration is the debut re-
lease from dark ambient act Angular 
Dreams. I really dig the sound of this 
one, it reminds me of early Atrium 
Carceri with the substantial industrial 
vibe. Each track contains many lay-
ers of interesting, well-placed sound 
effects over a slowly evolving bed of 
drones. The mixing is kind of rough, 
again somewhat similar to the first 
Atrium releases, but it gives it a raw 
edge which adds to the atmosphere and 
gives it a good “old school” feel with-
out sounding amateur.  The first two 
tracks hit hard and remind me of be-
ing trapped in the sewers of a mechani-
cal city on a distant world that wants 
to eradicate any errant humans. “Their 
Spirits Seeping into Background Radia-
tion” adds in some percussive bits and 
feels a bit more open, like standing in 
a desolate, ruined city. Apparently this 
album was also influenced by Pripyat 
(oddly, a common theme this year!) 
and it captures that sort of feeling quite 
well. Overall this is haunting, desolate, 
and darkly mechanical…just the kind 
of dark ambient I can really get into. 
This is definitely one to check out for 
the Cryo Chamber fans! Honestly, I’m 
quite surprised at the craftsmanship of 
this release being both unsigned and a 
debut. There is no doubt in my mind 
that this is good enough for one of the 
notable labels in the genre and I hope to 
be seeing the name Angular Dreams in 
the future. This album is a free down-
load and is absolutely worth your time 
so get it!
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VNDL – “Gahrena: Structures” 
[Hymen]

This is VNDL’s second album on Hy-
men after coming up from the Abstrakt 
Reflections netlabel. I am not too famil-
iar with his first album, except to say 
that he continues on with the extremely 
glitchy IDM sound. This album runs 
in the same vein as newer Autechre, 
Vaetxh, Richard Devine, etc. where it is 
so technically intense and sporadic that 
one begins to question the musicality 
of it all. Waves of broken beats crash 
and intermingle with equally chaotic 
melodic bits to form the aural torna-
dos that make up Gahrena: Structures. 
It’s certainly not easy listening, but in-
stead provides an extremely challeng-
ing adventure that at times resembles 
an even less tangible Access to Arasaka 
or more fragmented Nebulo. While it 
lacks grooves and direction, there is 
no question that VNDL has technical 
prowess. I can recognize the skill that 
went into this, but often it’s too far off 
the deep end for me. The production is 
quite good and punchy for IDM. Hy-
men is a proper home for this; fans of 
the label’s output will enjoy and/or per-
haps be a bit confused at its overarching 
nebulous quality. Also fans of DetUnd, 
Schematic, and the like may want to 
give it a shot.

Northcape – “Exploration and Ascent“ 
[Sun Sea Sky Productions]

This is the new album from Ambient/
IDM producer Northcape. It was appar-
ently inspired by climbing mountains, 
as the art supports. I am not familiar 
with this artist but this album seems 
to follow all the baseline criteria for 
standard, modern ambient/idm hybrid 
music: Layers of pretty, pensive melo-
dies; very emotive pads with hints of 
post-rock sentiment; and linear, groovy 
drum patterns. Though the music is 
largely synthetic, Northcape succeeds 
in infusing these pieces with emotion 
(varying between slightly somber and 
rather uplifting) and I can in fact some-
times get the vibe of exploring elevated 
mountainous terrain on a bright day. 
All the songs follow a similar template 
& contain more or less parallel sound 
sets. As such, there are no low points 
or missteps & every track is listenable, 
yet at the same time there are no real 
standout tracks. It’s all very familiar, 
though if that’s your thing than you will 
be able to get into this for sure. Defi-
nitely something to check out if you fol-
low labels like Monotonik, Kahvi, Soft 
Phase, etc.

Cyulid Apo – “Memory To Recall It’s 
Existence EP” 
[Clean Error Records]

Apparently this a new project made up 
by technical IDM phenoms Enabl.ed 
and Valance Drakes. It’s short – only 2 
tracks and 13 minutes total.  The press 
release describes this as “A mindful 
nopperabo apparitions glibly, feature-
less, face with no brokerage between 
the dynamical promulgation of presti-
digitates, only Cyluild Apo, unto its well 
woven dulcet credibility.” Yeah.  The 
first track “The Man Without A Name” 
sounds like a neat combination of the 
melodic-yet-tricky style of Enabl.ed 
and the extremely technical dsp wank 
style of Drakes – equal parts melodious 
& captivating and formless & confus-
ing. You can kind of hear it imploding 
in on itself as the melodies get eaten up 
by the swirling, nebulous percussion.  
Enabl.ed is generally known for writ-
ing very short songs, so it’s interesting 
to hear how his compositions sound 
when extended and developed. The 
second track “Something Went Wrong” 
opens with a totally indiscernible be-
ginning which sounds like a hodge-
podge of random noises with no direc-
tion, though it eventually blooms into a 
classic Enabl.ed melody and dream-like 
atmosphere. Overall, I did enjoy this EP 
but much of it seems overly arbitrary / 
aimless and, as such, it’s very difficult 
to get into. As seems to be kind of the 
standard for this style of IDM, the tech-
nical skill is absolutely there, but the 
songwriting is lacking. Something to 
check out for fans of these two artists 
for sure, though it’s quite abbreviated. 
I also want to mention the cover art 
which is quite beautiful.

QUICK LOOKS
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Seeker – Death Trance 
[self released]

Although Death Trance is several years 
old, it is only seeing the light of day 
now through Seeker’s bandcamp. So we 
must keep in mind that it was written 
much earlier, in 2008. As the title may 
suggest, this is very much ritual mu-
sic. It is slow moving, somewhat lo-fi, 
ambient meant to induce/perpetuate 
a hypnotic/altered state, presumably 
to accompany meditation or a ritual. 
The album art is simply a black square 
which likely indicates how it should be 
listened to – in pitch blackness with 
nothing between you and the sound. 
It opens with a straight forward drone 
and some subtle rumbling. After a cou-
ple minutes some fantastically evoca-
tive percussion comes in together with 
fluctuating, sweeping sounds. At this 
point the recording begins to become 
immersive and you find yourself sink-
ing into a dark and sightless abode. 
Over time, additional elements are in-
troduced and as the song continues to 
build, a new realm begins to material-
ize in your mind’s eye. It’s a long, haunt-
ing journey through the etheric halls of 
dead souls and the ghosts of ancient, 
crumbled empires. About halfway 
through, the song makes a drastic shift 
and becomes more upbeat and creepy. I 
get the vibe of being in a jungle hut dur-
ing a primeval shamanic ritual. As you 
become further consumed by the ritual 
your pulse starts to quicken, you begin 
to sweat, and you start to lose yourself – 
the sounds compliment these feelings. 
Similar to the first half, the second half 
continues to gradually build through-
out the remainder of the track. There 
are a number of unsettling sounds that 
emerge here and there in the mix and 
these fit with the vibe of leaving your 
body and the fear associated with ex-
ploring realms of death. I feel that the 
second half of the track is a little long 
but generally gets the job done. Defi-
nitely something to check out for peo-
ple interested in music for exploration 
into dark, etheric territories and sha-
manic experiences.
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Treha Sektori is a fantastic ritual 
ambient project orchestrated by the 
French artist Dehn Sora. He was re-
cently signed to Cyclic Law for the 
release of his second album.

---

Firstly, can you give us a bit of the 
history of the Treha Sektori project? 
What caused you to initially form 
the project and want to explore dark 
ambient territories?

It started from a need. What comes 
from me at this moment where I put 
the first note of what became Treha 
Sektori. It came from an instinctive 
language. It needed to be there, to 
cure, to throw out what I live with, 
everyday. Nothing was planned, I 
didn’t think about how it had to be. 
It started pushing by sensations, of 

sliping away, like something falling. 
And still try to catch it. Everytime, 
everyday.   

My favorite aspect of Treha Sektori 
is the deeply ritual nature of it. I find 
that your tracks that are so intense 
(stemming from brilliant sound 
design and composition) that they 
seem to force an emotional response 
from the listener. It would seem 
that there is a lot of energy and will 
behind these songs. How do you 
prepare to work on an album, or a 
music session in general? Are there 
things you do to get yourself in the 
proper state of mind to compose?

I just let the things flows into me. 
Let everything come, and try, try 
hard every second, to catch a specif-
ic instant, somekind of flame. I don’t 
have specific schemes. It is mostly 

about getting lost into all this. Hav-
ing this point of no turning back. It 
depends on the instant, I can play 
for a cry, for a laugh… Each track, 
each part is coming from a certain 
state of mind. It is about feeling 
something, whatever it is, whatever 
it costs, and try to fix it on a track. 
I think I play to reach some other 
states, that’s probably the common 
direction. Working on a track is a 
different experience, each time. I left 
a lot of sweat, a lot of tears. I always 
feel that I’m not equal to the task, it 
is painful. But, I think I’ll probably 
flow into something I don’t want to 
know if I don’t play. If there’s a will, 
it is probably to reach a point that 
I don’t already know. Try to reach a 
point that you cannot name, to start 
again, and keep going. I see com-
position like a constant face to face 
with yourself, the absolute, your

TREHA SEKTORI
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 guts…

What do you think are the most im-
portant aspects of “ritual” music? 
What is the most effective way to es-
tablish an auditory “ritual”?

When eyes are staring through 
the things, not just taking a look. 
In search of something “alter”. 
When you chant for something, a 
constant call. Opening the body 
through sound, remain quiet, walk-
ing through your thoughts, silent, 
then switch to rage, in a second. 
And fall down, remain quiet, again. 
I think, the physical aspect is one 
of the most important. I don’t have 
the pretention to know any way to 
push through that states. If only one 
person, just felt somewhere else, at 
least for a second, with a TS track, 
I’d already be the happiest man in 
the world. 

Your first release was “Sorieh” re-
leased on the French label Kaosthe-
tik Konspiration and later released 
on vinyl by Cyclic Law. What can 
you tell us about this album? What 
was the inspiration, goals, etc?

“Sorieh” was probably more initi-
ated by passing from a state to an-
other. To struggle with every single 
thing in the world. A firstborn, with 
a support, around trust and love. 

When I worked on the album, I had 
a lot of day hallucinations, gazing 
people ignite, walking their path, on 
fire. And had this constant dream, 
of people made of hands,  building 
a giant mass, to reach the sun, keep 
repeating that above, there are no 
burning glances anymore. “Sorieh” 
stands for “sweat”. Hands building 
without sweat. The record was made 
in complete isolation. A moment 
lost in time. I wanted it an experi-
ence, a first try. 

Your newest album is “Endessiah”, 
released in CD and vinyl by Cyclic 
Law. What was the inspiration and 
idea(s) behind this album? I think 
people would be surprised to find 
out that there are in fact no synths 
used on this album at all. Tell us a bit 
about the creation of these pieces. 
Was the choice to not use synths a 
conscious one or did it just happen?

I feel very honored and lucky to be 
trusted by Cyclic Law. Having his 
logo on the album makes me very 
proud. The album is more guided 
by feeling of loneliness, having this 
constant pain in the stomach. I just 
wanted to open it with a knife, see 
what it is. I worked with this image 
in mind all composition process. 
The image that became the cover vi-
sual: Somekind of flower bud, made 
of muscles, with its guts opened. It 

was mostly a night work, to stop 
when body says “no more”. “Endes-
siah” stands for “To let go every-
thing”. I tried to go with this feeling 
of abandon on pain. A pain that can-
not be explained, and not find any 
reasons, any cure. Just go through 
it. “We don’t wear masks. We’re just 
born with the knowledge of death.” 
I’ve never use synths for Treha Sek-
tori actually. I feel better on search-
ing for sounds where I can’t expect 
them. It’s about being connected 
to everything around, connected 
to how your mind detects a sound. 
It could come from anything, and 
anywhere. I live with it everyday, 
with the unexpected. 

How did the decision to release your 
work on vinyl come about? Do you 
find that releasing on vinyl attracts 
a different fanbase – perhaps cross-
over with the metal/experimental 
audience?

Having a record on vynil is pretty 
much a selfish pleasure. I dig the for-
mat, fascinated by it since so many 
years. I think vynil is another way 
to approach an album. You’re fully 
dedicated to it, it sounds different. 
This is not a matter of fanbase, each 
sensibility prefers this or that format 
for a record, there’s no plan behind 
this. For me, it makes a record real, 
live by itself. I see with a vynil, some
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kind of procession : it starts from an 
idea, pass through hours and hours 
of work, and finish engraved to face 
the time. It is makes it more coming 
from the dirt.

You recently played a show with 
Neurosis and Amenra (congrats!).  
Firstly, tell us a bit about your live 
show. Secondly, what do you think 
the most important aspects of a live 
dark ambient set are?

I am eternally grateful to the guys 
in Amenra for asking me to join 
them that night. It was like I was 
part of something bigger, fear has 
left this night, I felt alive and at the 
same time, wasn’t there. I still can 
feel the basses crushing my back, 
and my whole body vibrating. It was 
a really huge honor to be on stage 
with Amenra, feeling all this en-
ergy. And opening for a band that 
accompany my life for more than a 
decade now, is a child dream I think. 
After the show, I sat outside of the 
venue, lighting a cigarette, and had 
this feeling crossing my body: this 
is a part of why I’m doing this. Live 
those kind of moments. I feel cured 
for a second. This second was worth 
the doubts, the work, the fear… I felt 
and still feel thankful.
You really live the sounds during a 
live set. Being there, on stage, with 
this wall of sound, you have no 
choice but to be yourself. This is 
how I feel it. This aspect of facing 
the fear, facing two or 300 eyes. I 
like to be absorbed too, this is why 
I can’t imagine myself playing with-
out video projections. Try to devel-
op a whole thing, visually, musically, 
in different kind of places, different 
kind of crowds.

You are also an artist, working un-
der the name Dehn Sora. You’ve cre-
ated the covers/layout of the Treha 

Sektori albums as well as work for 
various other artists such as Caith-
ness (note, I just made the final print 
file for the latest album, I think we 
can’t say I work for em :) ), Ulver, 
and the recent reissue of the legend-
ary “The Work Which Transforms 
God” from Blut Aus Nord.  Your 
style seems focus around taking 
organic objects and mutating them 
into strange, dark, and often com-
plex fantastical pieces or landscapes. 
How do you approach a new piece 
of art? What are your goals when 
creating a piece of artwork?

It always depends on the project I 
think. When I work with a band, I 
flow into their lyrics, their music, 
and work to be their hands, to put 
my eyes in their direction, for their 
direction. Try to give fix an image 
on a sound. Every project is differ-
ent, it is a work of fading into uni-
verses, a work of interpretation. As 
for personal work, it is more con-
nected with obsessions, freedom, 
and constant research. It is an expe-
rience that can be connected with 
so many things, individuals, places. 
But my goals and demarche is, I 
think, the same as when I work on 
music. When I work on a visual, this 
is a place where a feel safe.

What lies in the future for Treha 
Sektori?

My mind is focused on a new Sem-
bler Deah record, on collaborations 
and future live shows.
Work, try, fail, start again, try to be 
better… Keep living with it.

I feel grateful for your time to allow 
me this interview. Again, thank you. 

---

more info:

www.trehasektori.com/
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